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The visual system is a powerful model for probing the
development, connectivity, and function of neural cir-
cuits. Two genetically tractable species, mice and flies,
are together providing a great deal of understanding
of these processes. Current efforts focus on integrating
knowledge gained from three cross-fostering fields of
research: (1) understanding how the fates of different cell
types are specified during development, (2) revealing the
synaptic connections between identified cell types (‘‘con-
nectomics’’) by high-resolution three-dimensional circuit
anatomy, and (3) causal testing of how identified circuit
elements contribute to visual perception and behavior.
Here we discuss representative examples from fly and
mouse models to illustrate the ongoing success of this
tripartite strategy, focusing on the ways it is enhancing
our understanding of visual processing and other sensory
systems.

For many decades, the visual systems of both vertebrates
and invertebrates have been a favorite arena for under-
standing how neural circuits are built and function. A
considerable body of work has focused on the specifica-
tion of cell types of the retina; for instance, the designa-
tion of different classes of photoreceptors with distinct
spectral sensitivities in the Drosophila retina (Rister and
Desplan 2011) and the establishment of the various cell
types that comprise the vertebrate retina: photoreceptors,
Muller glia, interneurons (horizontal, amacrine, and
bipolar cells), and retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) (Livesey
and Cepko 2001; Mu et al. 2004; Poch�e and Reese 2006).
With that knowledge in hand, focus in recent years has
expanded to understanding how the circuits formed by these
retinal cells are linked to the staggering number of diverse
visual neurons in the brain, which in turn enables sophis-
ticated and diverse computational tasks. The ultimate goal
is to understand how cellular identity, function, and
connectivity relate to visually guided behaviors. (Fig. 1A).

Mice have been a prominent model for studies of visual
circuit development and plasticity for well over two
decades (e.g., Gordon and Stryker 1996). More recently,
visual neuroscience has shifted to also understanding the
function of the mature mouse visual system (for review,
see Huberman and Niell 2011; Baker 2013). In theory, and
as work in Drosophila has demonstrated, powerful ge-
netic tools for the visualization and perturbation of
neuronal activity can lead to a detailed functional de-
scription of the cells and circuits that enable visual
perception. In addition, as computational tools for parsing
large ultrastructure (electron microscopy [EM]) data sets
have become available, a detailed understanding of the
underlying microcircuits has become possible. For exam-
ple, serial EM reconstruction has revealed precise maps of
local circuits for sensing direction in the fly brain and
mouse retina (Briggman et al. 2011; Helmstaedter et al.
2013; Takemura et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2014). Thus, the
fields of mammalian and Drosophila visual neuroscience
are converging in terms of techniques, and, potentially,
common themes will emerge as to how circuits wire up
and work at a cellular level (Fig. 1B).
Mouse and fly visual systems share only a very distant

common ancestor, which had extremely limited visual
functions. Nevertheless, despite important differences,
both mice and flies evolved to solve the same general
task: to extract crucial information from the visual world
and funnel it into adaptive behavioral responses. In both
species, large numbers of cell types have now been
identified based on morphological, physiological, and
functional criteria (Fischbach and Dittrich 1989; Chalupa
and Werner 2004).
The mammalian eye includes various cell types that

are organized into precise circuits to extensively process
visual signals before sending them off to the brain. The
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retinal cell types are grouped into seven major classes:
photoreceptors (rods and cones), horizontal cells, bipolar
cells, amacrine cells, Muller glia, and RGCs (Fig. 1C).
Each of those cell classes in turn is made up of anywhere
from three subtypes (e.g., photoreceptors) to 40 subtypes
(e.g., the amacrine cells) that each have uniquemorpholo-
gies, connections, and specific functions. The mouse
retina contains rods, which are sensitive to dim achro-
matic light, and cones, which have different spectral
tunings based on their differential expression of opsin
photopigments. Amacrine and horizontal cells are the
source of inhibitory drive in the retina, expressing either
GABA or glycine and, in some cases, also acetylcholine
(ACh) or other neuromodulators. Together, these cell
types play a key role in shaping the intrinsic processing
and output signals of the retina. RGCs are the output
neurons of the eye: Their job is to transmit retinal
processing of visual signals to the correct circuits in the
brain. RGCs include ;20 subtypes, each responding best
to a specific feature in the visual scene, such as motion
in specific directions, luminance, or color opponency
(Dhande and Huberman 2014). RGCs transmit visual
information to a large number of brain targets with
diverse functions. At present, close to 50 unique retino-
recipient nuclei have been identified in the mouse brain
(Morin and Studholme 2014).

The striking regularity of the Drosophila eye, with
;800 unit eyes or ommatidia, makes it a powerful model
to understand the genetic control of cell fate decisions
(Johnston 2013). Eight Drosophila photoreceptor neurons
per ommatidium are specified from an undifferentiated
larval epithelial primordium (Fig. 1D). They send direct
axon projections to visual ganglions (neuropiles) in the
brain that form the optic lobes. Six ‘‘outer photorecep-
tors’’ (R1–6) are largely identical between all ommatidia
(Wolff and Ready 1993). Their axons terminate in the first
optic ganglion, the lamina, whereas inner photoreceptors
R7 and R8 project deeper, to the medulla. The two
remaining neuropiles do not receive direct input from
photoreceptors: The lobula and lobula plate are inner-
vated medulla neurons processing visual information
downstream from photoreceptors. The adult medulla
neuropil alone comprises at least 70 different cell types
(Fischbach and Dittrich 1989;Morante and Desplan 2008;
Takemura et al. 2008, 2013), some of which can be reliably
subdivided into further subtypes based on current three-
dimensional (3D) imaging techniques (Meinertzhagen et al.
2009; Karuppudurai et al. 2014). What makes any of these
cell types unique? This vast diversity of cell types makes
a comprehensive study of visual circuitry both a daunting
challenge and an exciting opportunity to parse a complex
set of local circuits with a general-purpose function.

Figure 1. Visual circuitry: general problems,
approach, and introduction to the visual
system. (A) Schematic model depicting two
central problems in the molecular genetic
investigation of visual circuitry: stochastic in-
puts and extreme cell type diversity. The retina
contains a limited number of photoreceptor
neurons with varying spectral sensitivities or
receptive fields (four classes are depicted). In
many cases, these input channels are distrib-
uted randomly across the epithelium. Their
output information is transmitted to the brain,
where large numbers of diverse cell types can
be organized either randomly or in repetitive
structures like columns or strata (layers).
Based on their functional properties, different
cell types can represent very specific and
highly divergent stimulus features (symbol-
ized by different colors), which must have
been extracted computationally through syn-
aptic interactions within larger circuits. (B)
The molecular genetic investigation of visual
circuitry depends on three synergistic ap-
proaches. The anatomical reconstruction of
neuronal cell types provides high-resolution
information about their morphological classi-

fication as well as their synaptic connections. The developmental history of each cell type reveals the genes and signaling pathways
that together form the molecular mechanism shaping cellular diversity. Characterization of circuit elements on a single-cell level
(using electrophysiology or genetically encoded, activity-dependent calcium sensors) or in the behaving animal provides direct access to
their functional role within the circuit. (C) Summary of the basic organization, laminar architecture (three cell layers and two synaptic
layers) and seven major cell types of the mouse retina. Note that the diagram is representative of the major cell types but is not
exhaustive of all retinal cell subtypes. (D) Introduction to the Drosophila visual system. In the retina (R), six outer photoreceptor (R1–6)
axons of each unit eye (ommatidium) project to the lamina neuropile (L), while inner photoreceptors (R7 and R8) project to the medulla (M).
The two remaining neuropiles are not innervated by photoreceptors: the lobula (Lob) and lobula plate (Lp). The first direction-selective
neurons are found in the lobula plate. Outside the eyes, three Ocelli (Oc) on the vertex of the head also harbor photoreceptor cells.
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Here we review recent progress in the molecular
genetic dissection of visual circuitry in Drosophila and
mice. We focus on specific examples that emphasize the
strengths and limitations of each model system. The
combination of anatomy (which cells), function (what
the cells do), and development (where the cells come
from) serves as a powerful approach toward solving one of
the central questions of neuroscience (How do we see?)
and stands to reveal many important new principles
common to both model organisms.

Of mosaics, layers, and columns: cell type diversity
in the fly and mouse visual systems

The organization of themammalian and fly retinae shows
important similarities in the collective circuitry of the
eyes and underlying neuropiles (for review, see Sanes and
Zipursky 2010). Below, we discuss the conspicuous sim-
ilarities in the organization and specification of cell types
in Drosophila and mice.

The organization of the Drosophila visual system

Despite the homogeneous appearance of Drosophila’s
;800 unit eyes (or ommatidia), important functional
differences exist between them (Hardie 1985). The ex-
pression of different Rhodopsin (Rh) genes in ‘‘inner
photoreceptors’’ R7 and R8, the equivalent of vertebrate
cone cells, defines at least four distinct ommatidial sub-
types (Fig. 2A; Rister andDesplan 2011). One subtype forms
a narrow band ofmorphologically distinct ommatidia in the
‘‘dorsal rim area’’ (DRA) of the retina (Tomlinson 2003;
Wernet et al. 2003), where it measures the vector of
polarized light emanating from the sky for navigation
(Wolf et al. 1980; Weir and Dickinson 2012; Wernet et al.
2012). The remainder of the retina consists of two
randomly distributed subtypes named ‘‘pale’’ (p; 35%) and
‘‘yellow’’ (y; 65%) (Franceschini et al. 1981), expressing
distinct combinations of Rhodopsin genes in R7 and R8
(Chou et al. 1996, 1999; Papatsenko et al. 1997; Rister and
Desplan 2011; Johnston 2013). yR7 cells in the dorsal
third of the retina coexpress both UV Rhodopsins (Rh3
and Rh4), forming a fourth subtype (dorsal third yellow) of
ommatidia. Its function remains unknown, yet a possible
role of these ommatidia in detecting unpolarized UV-rich
skylight has been proposed (Mazzoni et al. 2008; Thanawala
et al. 2013). Interestingly, such coexpression of visual
pigments is also observed in cone photoreceptors in the
mouse retina (see below). The Drosophila retinal mosaic
is reminiscent of the stochastic distribution of green and
red cones in the human retina, although these two pro-
cesses have evolved independently (for review, see Johnston
and Desplan 2010; Rister and Desplan 2011).
One of themost fascinating questions about this retinal

patterning is to understand at the molecular level how
the initial stochastic decision is executed in R7 cells.
While the genetic specification of stochastic cell fates
might appear paradoxical, it has been studied extensively
from bacteria to neurons (Losick and Desplan 2008;
Johnston and Desplan 2010). The recent dissection of

theDrosophila spineless locus, the gene that controls the
stochastic expression of Rhodopsins, has provided impor-
tant new insight. spineless encodes a PAS basic helix–
loop–helix (bHLH) transcription factor (Wernet et al.
2006; Thanawala et al. 2013; Johnston and Desplan
2014) that directly activates the yR7 Rhodopsin 4 (Rh4)
and indirectly represses the pR7 Rhodopsin 3 (Rh3). It
appears that complex interplay between cis-regulatory
sequences in the spineless locus and interchromosomal
communication lead to robust stochastic cell fate de-
cisions in R7 photoreceptors (Johnston and Desplan
2014). Initially, each spineless allele appears to make its
own stochastic choice, which is the result of two silencer
sequences interfering with an R7-specific activator.
When two opposing decisions are made (one allele of
spineless is ‘‘ON,’’ while the other is ‘‘OFF’’), the expres-
sion state between alleles is coordinated over long dis-
tances (Johnston and Desplan 2014). Although the exact
mechanism of this interchromosomal communication
remains unknown, the regulatory sequences responsible
have been identified, and the exact molecular logic
behind stochastic specification events can now be eluci-
dated (Johnston and Desplan 2014).
The specification of photoreceptor cell fates within

stochastically distributed ommatidia has been studied in
detail, culminating in a model of at least two genetically
separable steps. First, R7 cells in ‘‘yellow’’ ommatidia
(yR7) stochastically express spineless. In a second step,
spineless also represses an unknown signal in R7 cells of
the ‘‘yellow’’ subtype (Fig. 2B). In cells that do not express
spineless (pR7), this signal instructs the underlying R8
cell to be of the ‘‘pale’’ type, leading to expression of the
pR8 Rhodopsin (Rh5). By default, yR8 cells that have not
been instructed by R7 choose the yR8 Rhodopsin Rh6.
Finally, the ‘‘pale’’ (Rh5) versus ‘‘yellow’’ (Rh6) decision in
R8 is further consolidated by a bistable regulatory loop
(Mikeladze-Dvali et al. 2005) involving the Hippo/warts
tumor suppressor pathway and the growth regulator
Melted (Jukam and Desplan 2011; Jukam et al. 2013) as
well as a network of transcription factors (Rister and
Desplan 2011; Johnston 2013). It must be emphasized
that at least two crucial Drosophila transcription fac-
tors involved in shaping the retinal mosaic are homo-
logs of vertebrate photoreceptor determination factors:
Orthodenticle/CRX and Traffic jam/NRL (Jukam et al.
2013). Therefore, in some instances, the same factors are
recruited to define retinal cell fates in both flies and
humans (Rister and Desplan 2011). In Drosophila, the
identification of most crucial factors now allows for the
complete re-engineering of retinal mosaics for functional
studies (Wernet et al. 2007).
An important problem arises from such stochastically

specified photoreceptors: How are their postsynaptic
targets specified in the brain so as to provide an accurate
‘‘match’’ in connectivity? Based on their rhodopsin expres-
sion, ‘‘pale’’ and ‘‘yellow’’ R7 and R8 transmit information
of different chromatic content to the optic lobes, where
comparison between R7 and R8 activity from the same
ommatidium as well as comparison between neighboring
ommatidia lead to color discrimination (Gao et al. 2008;
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Morante and Desplan 2008; Yamaguchi et al. 2010;
Schnaitmann et al. 2013; Melnattur et al. 2014). Do
postsynaptic elements receive input from all ommatidia
regardless of their ‘‘pale’’ and ‘‘yellow’’ fates, extracting
information through a population code? Since the Dro-
sophila visual system appears to be strictly hardwired
(Scott et al. 2003; Hiesinger et al. 2006), it is difficult to
imagine how this would be achieved. However, a recent
study using transsynaptic tracing in combination with in
vivo calcium imaging has demonstrated the existence of
distinct neuron types postsynaptic to each of these
stochastically specified photoreceptors (Jagadish et al.
2014). The four identified cell types all belong to the
class of TmY neurons, a group of medulla neurons with
bifurcated axons terminating in the lobula as well as the
lobula plate (Fischbach and Dittrich 1989; Jagadish et al.
2014). How are the target neurons in the optic lobes that
are contacted by photoreceptors specified? In the future,

it will be critical to figure out how these target cells
(named rh3TmY, rh4TmY, rh5TmY, and rh6TmY) are
programmed to receive appropriate connections with the
correct photoreceptor subtype (Fig. 2B).
Until recently, only the very early stages of optic lobe

development in Drosophila were known (Campos-Ortega
and Hofbauer 1990). However, this has now been addressed
systematically in several new studies, leading to a descrip-
tion of how cellular diversity in the fly visual system is
generated (Li et al. 2013a; Suzuki et al. 2013; Bertet et al.
2014; for review, see Li et al. 2013b). The mechanisms of
neuronal specification in the medulla neuropil share sur-
prising similarities with that of the fly embryonic ventral
nerve cord, where each neural stem cell (called a neuroblast
[NB]) expresses sequentially a series of transcription factors
(Fig. 2C; for review, see Jacob et al. 2008). In the medulla,
NBs are converted from a neuroepithelium (NE), where
cells divide symmetrically, in a wave of neurogenesis

Figure 2. Cell types in the Drosophila visual
system. (A) The retinal mosaic of Drosophila

(shown schematically, in the center) contains
at least four subtypes of unit eyes (ommatidia)
expressing different combinations of rhodop-
sin genes in their inner photoreceptors, R7
(top) and R8 (bottom). Two subtypes are
always found in the dorsal half of the eye:
DRA ommatidia, as a narrow band in the
periphery, serve as specialized detectors for
linearly polarized light originating from the
sky. ‘‘DT yellow’’ ommatidia are less -special-
ized UV detectors found adjacent to the DRA
and whose function is currently unknown.
The two remaining subtypes, named ‘‘pale’’
and ‘‘yellow,’’ are distributed stochastically at
an uneven ratio (35/65), creating a mosaic of
chromatic sensitivities. (B) Stochastically dis-
tributed ommatidial subtypes are set up in R7
cells by expression of the gene spineless (ss) in
the ‘‘yellow’’ subtype (choice). Only ‘‘pale’’-
type R7 cells instruct underlying R8 cells to
acquire the same subtype fate (instruction),
while ‘‘yellow’’ R8 cells choose their fate by
default. Little is known about postsynaptic
elements. Specific synaptic partners to pR7,
yR7, pR8, and yR8 photoreceptors have re-
cently been described: morphologically simi-
lar TmY cells in the medulla (rh3TmY,
rh4TmY, rh5TmY, and rh6TmY, respec-
tively). It remains unclear how such neu-

rons would be specified in response to a stochastic input. (C, left) Surface view of the developing medulla neuropil of Drosophila. Rows
of NBs and their progeny sequentially express overlapping sets of transcription factors (Hth is red, Ey is blue, slp1 is green, and Dichaete
[D] is pink). (Right) Schematic summarizing the cellular progeny arising from medulla NBs over time. Sequential recruitment of
different transcription factors (same color code as above, except Klu is pink, Dichaete [D] is yellow, and Tll is purple) leads to cellular
diversity in the NB progeny (modified from Li et al. 2013a). (D) Simplified flow chart summarizing how cellular diversity among NB
progeny is achieved in the developing medulla neuropil. Asymmetric cell divisions give rise to glia as well as different classes of
neurons expressing different combinations of transcription factors. In rare cases, these progenitor classes can be traced to the adult
neuron. Shown is a GAL4/GFP flip-out clone of an Mi1 neuron originating from the Hth lineage (Hth+, Ap+, and Bsh+ Non). (Drf) Drifter/
ventral veins lacking. (Adapted from Li et al. 2013a.) (E) In order for developing medulla neurons to adopt their adult morphology and
location within the circuit, they move vertically, resulting in a mixing of the layers of cells labeled by transcription factor combinations
(Hth, Run, and Drf). (Adapted from Hasegawa at al. 2011.) (F) Similarly, developing neurons migrate horizontally to their final position
within the circuit. The schematic shows a mitotic clone of larval medulla NBs with cells detaching and migrating to the periphery.
(Adapted from Hasegawa at al. 2011.)
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(Egger et al. 2011). At least six transcription factors are
expressed sequentially in medulla NBs as they age—from
youngest to oldest: Homothorax (Hth), Klumpfuss (Klu),
Eyeless (Ey), Sloppy paired 1 and 2 (Slp1/2), Dichaete (D),
and Tailless (Tll) (Fig. 2C). These transcription factors
regulate each other’s expression as well as downstream
genes, thereby creating medulla cells with different
transcriptional repertoires depending on the age of the
NB that generated them. Asymmetric cell divisions
ensure NB self-renewal and produce ganglion mother
cells (GMCs) that divide once to give rise to two medulla
neurons. As we discuss below, increasing evidence sug-
gests that very similar mechanisms create the cellular
diversity described in the mammalian retina (for review,
see Cepko 2014). The cellular diversity is further in-
creased by Notch-dependent asymmetric cell division of
GMCs—one with Notch activity (NotchON) and one that
is NotchOFF (Fig. 2D). An important functional role for
this Notch function during asymmetric cell division was
recently demonstrated in a different part of the develop-
ing optic lobes, the tips of the outer proliferation center
(tOPC) (Bertet et al. 2014). In this region of the developing
optic lobes, either NotchON or NotchOFF progeny are lost
by apoptosis, depending on their time of birth. Astonish-
ingly, different apoptotic genes are used, with reaper
killing NotchON, while hid kills NotchOFF cells.
The final stage of medulla cell differentiation involves

migration, during which cells from NB-derived concen-
tric zones adopt their final positions within the topo-
graphically arranged columnar units (Hasegawa et al.
2011). During pupation, concentric layers of cells express-
ing Hth, Runt (Run), and Drifter (Drf) can be observed
early but then intermingle later (Fig. 2E; Hasegawa et al.
2011). Similarly, when clones of neurons originating from
a single NB are labeled as a vertical column reminiscent
of the temporal series of their birth order, tangential
migration later leads to their dispersion throughout the
neuropil (Fig. 2F; Morante et al. 2011). The signals that
guide these cells toward their correct location within the
developing circuits are not known, but Ey, which is also
part of the NB transcription factor sequence, is required
for medulla cell migration (Morante et al. 2011). Taken
together, the sequential expression of transcription fac-
tors that gives rise to different classes of developing
medulla cells followed by their morphological differenti-
ation creates the functional building blocks from which
visual circuits with specific computational tasks will
assemble. It must be pointed out that increasing evidence
points toward this temporal mechanism being a general
concept used to generate cellular diversity in both differ-
entDrosophila brain tissues (Isshiki et al. 2001; Bayraktar
and Doe 2013; Li et al. 2013a,b; Bertet et al. 2014) and
vertebrates (for review, see Cepko 2014).
To date, only a small subset of adult medulla neuron

types can be linked to a specific combination of tran-
scription factors inducing their specific developmental
history. For instance, the oldest, Tll-positive NBs specif-
ically give rise to medulla neuropil glia (Colonques et al.
2007; Soustelle and Giangrande 2007; Li et al. 2013a). The
youngest, Hth-expressingNBs give rise to cells expressing

the factors Bsh (brain-specific homeodomain) and Ap
(Apterous) (Hasegawa et al. 2013). These cells will then
mature into a medulla cell type called Mi1, which is
involved in the perception of motion stimuli as shown
through both serial EM reconstruction and electrophys-
iology, as discussed below (Takemura et al. 2013; Behnia
et al. 2014). Future studies will assign every cell type in
the medulla neuropil a unique NB origin and transcrip-
tional signature.

Cell type specification in the mammalian visual
system

Mammalian retinal photoreceptors also represent an
attractive focus for understanding the genetic programs
that designate cell type specification and function. In
mice, the photoreceptors are also regionally distributed:
While rods are found throughout the mouse retina,
mouse cone photoreceptor types occupy different spatial
locations in a manner that is optimized for the average
statistics of the visual fields. The dorsal retina (which
views the lower visual field) contains >95% medium-
wavelength-sensitive (M/green) cones but very few (;5%)
pure short-wavelength-sensitive (S/blue) cones. In the
ventral retina (upper visual field), on the other hand,
most cones exhibit mixed S/M opsin expression, and the
remaining 5% are pure S/blue cones (Fig. 3A; Sz�el et al.
1992; Applebury et al. 2000; Haverkamp et al. 2005).
Recent work suggests that the regional variation in these
cone distributions is optimized for sensing not just colors
but also different contrast levels that tend to predominate
in the ‘‘sky’’ versus ‘‘ground’’ of the visual field (Baden
et al. 2013). The coexpression of M and S opsins in the
ventral mouse eye that faces the sky is reminiscent of the
coexpression of the twoUVopsins in the dorsalDrosophila
eye that also faces the sky (Mazzoni et al. 2008). However,
it is worth noting that such a distribution of cones is not
observed in primates that instead have a fovea where
most cones are located.
The genetic programs that specify rods versus cones

and S versus M cones are becoming clear: S cones ex-
pressing the transcription factor Rorb represent the
photoreceptor ‘‘default state.’’ The thyroid hormone re-
ceptor TRb2 directs otherwise S-cone-fated cells toward
M-cone identity and differentiation (for review, see Swaroop
et al. 2010; Rister et al. 2013). Given the preponderance of
mixed S/M-cone distributions described above, the ex-
pectation is that S/M cones coexpress Rorb and TRb2 to
varying degrees. Rods are generated from distinct pro-
genitors that express the transcription factor Nrl and the
nuclear receptor Nr2e3, which repress Rorb. Amacrine
and horizontal cells share a common developmental
program that depends on the expression of the transcrip-
tion factor Foxn4 (Li et al. 2004; Fujitani et al. 2006). In
the absence of another transcription factor, Ptf1a, both
cell types are dramatically reduced, and there is an
overproduction of ganglion cells (Fujitani et al. 2006;
Nakhai et al. 2007). Finally Prox1 promotes the horizon-
tal cell fate at the expense of amacrine cells: In its
absence, horizontal cells fail to form, while ectopic
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expression of Prox1 drives ectopic horizontal cell pro-
duction (Dyer et al. 2003).
The diversification of retinal cell subtypes is less well

understood; however, some of the signals that promote
the development of specific amacrine subtypes are now
known. For example, the transcription factors NeuroD,
Math3, and Barhl2 act together to drive cells toward
a glycinergic amacrine fate, whereas Isl1 drives them
toward a cholinergic fate. The cholinergic fate is partic-
ularly relevant to our understanding of retinal processing
because cholinergic amacrine cells are an instrumental

component of the retinal circuits that create direction-
selective RGCs (DSGCs) (discussed in detail below).
Bhlhb5 establishes several GABAergic amacrine subtypes
and ON-type bipolar cells that are glutamatergic inter-
neurons (Feng et al. 2006). Our current understanding of
amacrine and bipolar diversity arises in large part from
morphologic studies of their branching and stratification
patterns, but as the number of transgenic markers for
labeling unique retinal cell subtypes is expanding, so is
our understanding of how those subtypes are specified.
For example, Kay et al. (2011a) used transgenic labeling

Figure 3. Retinal cell types, regional variations, and select functions in mice. (A) Photoreceptor distributions vary by dorsal-ventral
location in the mouse retina, with M/green cones dominating the dorsal retina, and mixed S/M/blue-green cones dominating the
ventral retina. Pure S/blue cones are scattered throughout the retina, ranging from 5% (dorsal) to 15% (ventral). (B) Barring a few
exceptions, such as cone photoreceptors (see Fig. 5B), most of the 100+ cell types in the retina (often called subtypes) are distributed in
mosaics with relatively even spacing of neuronal cell bodies. Three mosaics are schematized (orange, blue, and pink), each representing
a distinct retinal cell subtype. (C) Connectivity between the processes and dendrites of retinal neurons is highly laminar to allow
interactions between specific subsets of neurons; e.g., a narrow-field amacrine (turquoise) and monostratified RGC (pink) and bipolar
cell (gray). (D) Each cell layer of the retina (outer, inner, and RGC) contains mosaics of specific cell types (also see Fig. 1C) and are
interconnected in a highly cell type-specific way: Processing of visual scenes arises from repeated connectivity between defined subsets
of cells across the depth (Z-axis) of the retina and across the two planes of the retina that view azimuth (X-axis) and elevation (Y-axis) in
the visual scene. (E) The processes of individual retinal cell subtypes (pink) cover or ‘‘tile’’ the spaces between their somas to ensure
capture of input from specific presynaptic cells. (F) Tbr2-expressing (also called Eomes) RGCs (magenta) project to the OPN, a critical
station in the pupillary light reflex pathway (OPN > brainstem Edinger Westfal nucleus > parasympathetic ciliary ganglion > iris
constriction) that is anatomically separate from the image-forming pathway from other RGCs to the dLGN, which relays retinal signals
to the cortex for conscious perception of visual scenes. Genetic deletion of Tbr2+ RGCs partially eliminates the pupil constriction
reflex (Sweeney et al. 2014).
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and gene profiling of amacrine cell subsets to discover
that NeuroD6 defines a previously unrecognized popula-
tion of non-GABAergic, nonglycinergic amacrine cells.
Although the programs that define the remaining 30+

amacrine and 12+ bipolar subtypes are still being defined
(Reese 2011), the general principle that emerges from
these studies is that progenitors turn on transcriptional
programs that, over time, become more restricted toward
the generation of certain cell types (Voinescu et al. 2009;
Cepko 2014). That understanding, combined with the
availability of a large number of transgenic lines for
marking specific retinal cell types, raises the expectation
that the transcriptional programs leading to the full
diversity of retinal interneurons will be deciphered in
the near future.
One hallmark feature of retinal cell types in the verte-

brate retina is mosaicism: Each neuronal subtype is
arranged in a regularly spaced manner in the plane of
the retina, with the degree of regularity and spacing of
their somas varying between cell types (Fig. 3B). Indeed,
mosaic spacing is one of the fundamental units defining
cell types in the retina (Field and Chichilnisky 2007; Field
et al. 2010) and is often related to dendritic tiling or the
extent to which the dendrites of retinal cell types avoid
one another or overlap (Fig. 3E). Tiling of retinal cell types
can vary from a coverage factor of 1 (equating to tip-to-tip
dendritic coverage with no overlap) to $20 (significant
overlap) (Peichle andWassle 1979). Recent work indicates
that themosaic spacing of RGCs and some amacrine cells
is mediated by DSCAM (Down syndrome cell adhesion
molecule) and the closely related DSCAM1 (Fuerst et al.
2008, 2009), genes that play critical roles in neuronal self-
avoidance in flies and laminar specificity in the chick
retina (for review, see Hattori et al. 2008; Yamagata
and Sanes 2008). Even more recently, Kay et al. (2012)
discovered that MEGF10 and MEGF11 (genes homolo-
gous toDrosophilaDraper that control cell engulfment in
macrophages) are also critical for establishing cell–cell
avoidance, leading to mosaic spacing of a subset of retinal
interneurons, the cholinergic starburst amacrine cells
(SACs). Molecular control specifically over the dendritic
tiling process has also explained the generation of cell
types with specific coverage factors. Lefebvre et al. (2012)
discovered that within a given retinal neuron subtype,
each individual cell expresses a unique and specific
combination of protocadherin isoforms that causes the
branches of its dendrites to avoid each other when those
branches arise from the same cell (self-avoidance) but
permits overlap of dendrites between neighboring neu-
rons of the same subtype due to the expression of different
combinations/splice variants of protocadherins. Much
work is still needed to resolve, at the molecular level,
the precise constraints on cell soma spacing and the
dendritic overlap/coverage factor in the retina. Nonethe-
less, new concepts in this area are emerging quickly,
including the demonstration of molecular control over
outer retinal cell type tiling by guidance cue signaling.
Kolodkin and coworkers (Matsuoka et al. 2012) recently
showed that the repellant guidance cues Sema6a and
PlexinA4 are important for self-avoidance of horizontal

cell processes. The independence of such phenotypes
between specific retinal neuron subtypes and their ex-
pression of distinct ligands, receptors, and isoform pro-
files reinforces the idea that while mosaic spacing and
tiling are ubiquitous features in retinal neurons, each
retinal neuron subtype may employ a different set of
molecular signals to achieve these key features of retinal
organization.
The other hallmark feature of the retina is vertical

connectivity. Each individual retinal neuron is connected
to its synaptic partners at a highly specific depth (or layer)
(Fig. 3C,D), which provides numerous parallel channels
for processing of visual information (Roska and Werblin
2001). The net result is a modular arrangement of re-
peating vertical circuits that together ensure adequate
sampling of each visual feature across space (Fig. 3D;
Masland 2012). For example, DSGCs achieve their name-
sake property due to asymmetric inhibition from OFF
and/or ON SACs that stratify within specific sublaminae
of the inner retina (see below; for review, see Demb 2007;
Briggman et al. 2011; Wei and Feller 2011). Major progress
has recently been made in understanding the receptor–
ligand interactions that define laminar specificity of
RGCs in mice, such as ON-type DSGCs , and ON SACs,
and specific ON bipolar cells have recently been eluci-
dated (Matsuoka et al. 2011a,b). This study from Kolodkin
and coworkers (Matsuoka et al. 2011a,b; Sun et al. 2013)
demonstrates that repellant interactions play an essential
role in defining laminar connectivity by restricting cell–
cell contacts and synaptic interactions to specific depths
within the retinal neuropil. They have also shown that
the expression of specific ligand–receptor menus control-
ling laminar specificity also defines new subgroups of
amacrine cells that would otherwise be molecularly
indistinguishable (Sun et al. 2013). The prominent role
for repellants in establishing laminar-specific connectivity
in the mouse retina is noteworthy given that, in the chick
retina, adhesive interactions mediated by DSCAMs, side-
kicks, and contactins appear to exert these roles (Yamagata
et al. 2002; Yamagata and Sanes 2008, 2012). Very recently,
evidence inmice has shown that type II cadherins mediate
adhesive cell–cell interactions, leading to precise synaptic
connectivity in the inner retina (Duan et al. 2014). Still,
the molecular signals leading to precise cell–cell connec-
tivity for most of the known circuits of the mouse retina
remain a mystery, and while laminar specificity and
synaptic specificity are undoubtedly linked processes at
some level, they also display surprising independence.
Even in mutants where laminar specificity of a given RGC
subtype is severely altered by mutation to semaphorin/
plexin signaling, the dendrites of that RGC still connect
with the correct presynaptic partner (Matsuoka et al.
2011a). Thus, an additional level of genetic control over
retinal wiring must exist to ensure cell–cell synaptic
precision independently of laminar depth.
Several of the transcriptional programs that regulate

RGC fate in retinal progenitors have been identified.
Math5 is essential for the production of most RGCs,
while Brn3a, Brn3b, and Brn3c are involved in broadly
differentiating the RGC population into different RGC
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groups, albeit not into functionally or morphologically
distinct subtypes (Badea et al. 2009). Although Math5
mutants lack most RGCs, the remaining cells include
intrinsically photosensitive RGCs (ipRGCs) (Lin et al.
2004), which, as their name suggests, act as photorecep-
tors and express melanopsin (also called OPN4) (Berson
et al. 2002; Hattar et al. 2002, 2003; Panda et al. 2002).
These cells project to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN)
of the hypothalamus(the master circadian pacemaker of
the brain) and to various thalamic and pretectal nuclei
involved in modulation of the circadian clock as well as
pupil reflexes and food-based entrainment of endogenous
physiological rhythms (Hattar et al. 2002, 2003). As many
as five subtypes of ipRGCs have been described, and their
unique functions and developmental profiles are gradu-
ally becoming clear (e.g., Ecker et al. 2010; Chen et al.
2011; Estevez et al. 2012). Recently, Feldheim and co-
workers (Sweeney et al. 2014) discovered that a subset of
ipRGCs that project to the regions of the brain controlling
pupil reflexes express the transcription factor Tbr2/
Eomes (Fig. 3F) and that conditional loss of those Tbr2
RGCs leads to a selective removal of this cell type
and connections (Sweeney et al. 2014). This is exciting
because it stands as one of the first examples of transcrip-
tional control over RGC subtype-specific development and
as a proof of concept that, with the ever-growing number of
transgenic mouse lines for marking specific RGCs, tran-
scriptome profiling and Cre-based approaches for condi-
tionally manipulating gene expression in those specific
RGC types will soon lead to the discovery of the mecha-
nisms by which specific RGC subtypes develop and
function.
Finally, just as in flies, where specific photoreceptors

must wire up with the correct targets and cell types in the
brain, the various RGC subtypes must also wire up their
axons to the correct central targets to enable specific
retinal signals to drive the appropriate behaviors. Is the
specification of visual brain targets in any way linked to
the specification of specific targets or target neuron types
in the brain (Fig. 1A)? At this point, nothing is definitively
known about this important issue in mice. Still, it is
noteworthy that Lumsden and coworkers (Delogu et al.
2012) recently discovered that the transcription factor
Sox14 is critical for the development of several function-
ally distinct subcortical visual nuclei, all of which are
targeted by ipRGCs and are rich with GABAergic target
neurons. It is unknown whether ipRGCs also express
Sox14, but it is tempting to speculate that, by coupling
the timing and location of transcription factor expression
in defined categories of RGC subtypes and in their target
neurons in the brain, accurate ipRGC connectivity is
ensured, a model very similar to what has been proposed
in flies (see Fig. 2D). Meanwhile, there is also growing
interest in defining the receptor–ligand interactions
downstream from specific transcriptional programs that
govern the specific wiring connectivity between RGC
subtypes and their target choices in the brain. Osterhout
et al. (2011) showed that a specific type II cadherin,
Cadherin-6 (Cdh6), is expressed by the RGCs that target
regions of the brain involved in pupil reflexes; in the

absence of Cdh6, the axons of those RGCs mistarget to
other retinorecipient areas.

The role of identified cell types in guiding specific visual
behaviors in flies and mice

Over the last few years, much work has focused on
understanding how the contributions of identified cellu-
lar units within the visual system of both flies and mice
are related to the behavior of the animal. This work was
crucial for understanding the functional role of cell types
previously described in anatomical or developmental
studies and linking them with functional studies using
electrophysiology or in vivo calcium imaging.

Genetic dissection of the behavioral contributions
by cell types in Drosophila

In the Drosophila visual system, the accepted model was
that two general pathways process different kinds of
visual information: (1) motion and form, involving the
outer photoreceptors R1–6, and (2) color and polarization,
for which inner photoreceptors R7 and R8 play the major
role. This was supported by behavior experiments using
inactivated R1–6 or R7 andR8 photoreceptors (Heisenberg
and Buchner 1977; Yamaguchi et al. 2010). However,
recent results have revealed rather unexpected retinal
contributions to different visual behaviors: Color photo-
receptor R8 has been implicated in the detection of
motion (Wardill et al. 2012), while achromatic R1–6
appear to play a role in the detection of color (Schnaitmann
et al. 2013) and linearly polarized reflections (Wernet et al.
2012). Hence, the complex interactions between those
photoreceptor cells projecting to the lamina part of the
optic lobes (R1–6) and those projecting to the medulla
(R7 and R8) indicate that functional separation between
these subtypes is far less absolute than previously assumed
(Bausenwein et al. 1992) and that information about
different visual qualities like color and motion begins to
be integrated at a very early stage.
By developing a series of behavioral paradigms using

tethered single flies in a virtual flight arena or walking
flies on an air-suspended ball as well as population-based
approaches, important functional properties could be
assigned to a number of identified optic lobe neurons
for which detailed morphological classifications exist
(Fischbach and Dittrich 1989; Meinertzhagen and O’Neil
1991; Takemura et al. 2008). These studies took advan-
tage of cell type-specific GAL4 driver lines to genetically
perturb synaptic transmission in combination with be-
havioral assays. The most exciting progress has been
made in the optic lobes, yet much attention has also
focused on structures in the central complex in the
central brain, where complex features of the visual world
are represented (Hanesch et al. 1989; Liu et al. 2006;
Ofstad et al. 2011). Using new cell type-specific labeling
tools (Jenett et al. 2012), these cell types can now be
specifically targeted for anatomical reconstruction, func-
tional characterization, and the dissection of their con-
tribution to behavior.
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Considerable attention has been given to Drosophila’s
ability to detect different qualities of light, like color. For
instance, it was recently shown that one specific class of
medulla wide-field amacrine cells called Dm8 (Fischbach
and Dittrich 1989) as well as one type of small-field
projection neurons named Tm5 are required for mediat-
ing spectral discrimination of green versus UV light
(UV preference) (Fig. 4A,B; Gao et al. 2008; Karuppudurai
et al. 2014; Ting et al. 2014).More recently, the behavioral
contribution of Tm5 cells could be narrowed down to one
morphological subtype: Tm5c (Fig. 4C; Karuppudurai
et al. 2014). These studies culminated in the description
of a hardwired, glutamatergic circuit downstream from
inner photoreceptors R7 and R8 (involving Dm8 and
Tm5c), relaying UV light information to the lobula (Fig.
4D). This model serves as the cellular basis for the innate
escape behavior observed in many insects that fly toward
the UV-rich sky to avoid perilous encounters. Finally,
another recent study described new cell types required for
the phototactic response to specific wavelengths of light
(Otsuna et al. 2014). The placement of these cells into the
above-mentioned circuits is hampered by the fact that
some of them have not been characterized in previous
morphological studies (Fischbach and Dittrich 1989).
Learning assays were also used to investigate additional
aspects of color vision, like the distinction of blue versus
green quadrants (Fig. 4E). In these experiments, wave-
length discrimination appears to crucially depend on not
only inner photoreceptors sensitive to UV, green, or blue
but also the broadband outer photoreceptors R1–6. This
provides further evidence that color vision and motion
detection use overlapping input channels (Schnaitmann
et al. 2013). This study also revealed that only one class of
‘‘yellow’’ ommatidia was sufficient to mediate the wave-
length discrimination task (more specifically, R1–6 + yR7)
(Fig. 4F).
In the DRA of the fly retina, monochromatic R7 and R8

cells that both express the UV Rhodopsin Rh3 compare
light using two orthogonal polarization detectors (R7 vs.
R8). Their conserved function is to measure the e-vector
of linearly polarized skylight, important for navigation
(Wehner 2001). A population assay allowed the identifi-
cation of a second group of retinal polarization detectors
in the ventral half of the eye (Wernet et al. 2012). Spe-
cialized ommatidia in this ventral polarization area (VPA)
likely detect polarized light reflected from water surfaces
that are to be avoided (Fig. 4E; Wehner 2001). Interest-
ingly, VPA ommatidia belong to the ‘‘pale’’ subtype and
appear to involve comparison between R1–6 and Rh3-
expressing pR7 (Fig. 4F). Therefore, ‘‘pale’’ and ‘‘yellow’’
ommatidia distributed stochastically over a larger area in
the ventral fly retina mediate two very different behav-
ioral tasks: color versus polarization vision. This is the
first demonstration of stochastically distributed photore-
ceptor cell types guiding separate behavioral responses,
adding an important new aspect to the functional role of
retinal mosaics. Interestingly, while strong variations
exist in the ratios between stochastically distributed
cones in the human retina, these individual differences
appear to have no behavioral consequence when faced

with standard color vision tests. (Rister and Desplan
2011). In flies, the genetic dissection of downstream
neural circuits mediating ‘‘pale’’-specific versus ‘‘yel-
low’’-specific functions is in progress, revealing several
parallel pathways relaying information to deeper brain
centers (Fig. 4F; Melnattur et al. 2014; Velez et al. 2014).
In recent years, great progress has been made toward

understanding the contributions of individual cell types
to the perception of moving edges (motion vision). A
number of studies found that, on the input side of the
motion vision circuit, lamina monopolar cell L1 feeds
into a pathway for the detection of moving light edges
(ON), while L2 detects moving dark edges (OFF) (Rister
et al. 2007; Reiff et al. 2010; Joesch et al. 2010, 2013; Clark
et al. 2011; Eichner et al. 2011). On the output side of the
circuit, electrophysiological and anatomical data point
toward lobula plate neurons T4 and T5 as being the
outputs that feed onto the first cell type to be truly
direction-selective, the so-called lobula plate tangential
cells (LPTCs) (Douglass and Strausfeld 2000, 2003). In
recent years, the identification of cell types located
between the lamina and lobula plate were the subject
of intense research, as we see below. Furthermore, a series
of recent behavior studies has begun to readdress the role
of lamina monopolar cells in mediating two distinct
computations of ON (bright edge) and OFF (dark edge)
signals for motion vision (Fig. 4G–K; Borst 2014).
One study has systematically tested the behavioral

contribution of 12 cell types in the lamina (Tuthill et al.
2013) using sophisticated stimulation regimes on single
flies in a virtual flight arena (Fig. 4G,H). Specific roles for
monopolar cells L1, L2, and L4 in the detection of motion
could be demonstrated (Fig. 4I). Manipulation of feedback
neurons C2 and C3 also resulted in specific phenotypes,
revealing important new aspects in motion vision archi-
tecture. The remaining eight lamina cell types appear to
modulate and sculpt the behavioral responses (Tuthill
et al. 2013, 2014). Another study using individual flies
walking on an air-suspended ball (Fig. 3J) also assigned
a crucial role for L3 in the detection of translational
motion, specifically for dark edges (Silies et al. 2013). The
convergence of L2 and L3 signals in this OFF pathway via
different types of medulla neurons was recently con-
firmed using anatomical reconstruction at EM resolution
(Fig. 4K; Shinomiya et al. 2014). Interestingly, this study
found no role for L4, while contributions of L1 varied
strongly between turning responses and forward walking.
This illustrates how difficult it is to assign a specific
function to a given neuron, since numerous parameters
need to be accounted for, from fly genetics to stimulus
design, experimental setup, and data analysis. Further-
more, the microcircuitry of lamina cell types is complex;
it includes lateral inhibition (Freifeld et al. 2013; Takemura
et al. 2013) and a wide distribution of electrical synapses
(Joesch et al. 2010; Wardill et al. 2012), which warrants
an even more careful interpretation of experimental data.
The growing collections of cell type-specific GAL4 data-
bases (Pfeiffer et al. 2008; Gohl et al. 2011; Jenett et al.
2012; Kvon et al. 2014) combined with optogenetic
or circuit-breaking tools (de Vries and Clandinin 2012;
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Figure 4. Behavioral contributions of identified Drosophila neurons. (A–J) Summary of different behavioral assays linking identified
cell types in the Drosophila visual system to specific visual tasks. (A) Summary of a population assay addressing one important aspect
of color vision, which is the spontaneous attraction of flies to UV light (UV preference) when presented with a choice between UV and
green light (adapted from Karuppudurai et al. 2014 with permission from Elsevier). (B,C). Crucial cellular components in the optic lobes
were identified and could be narrowed down to a morphological subclass of a specific transmedullary neuron cell type (Dm8 and Tm5c),
excluding a role for highly similar counterparts (Tm5a,b) (adapted from Karuppudurai et al. 2014 with permission from Elsevier). (D)
Using this behavioral paradigm, a hardwired glutamatergic circuit downstream from inner photoreceptors R7 and R8, involving
medulla cell types Dm8 and Tm5c, was identified to mediate UV preference. (E) Different population-based assays using freely walking
flies to identify cellular contributions to different tasks, like conditioning to blue versus green colors (left), or the spontaneous
orientation of the body axis in response to the incident e-vector (polarization vision) (right). (F) The distinction of blue versus green
quadrants was dependent on broadband R1–6 photoreceptors and yR7 UV receptors in ‘‘yellow’’ ommatidia, while different retinal
detectors were identified for celestial or reflected polarization vision stimuli. Interestingly, polarization vision stimuli perceived with
the ventral eye depend on R1–6 + pR7, a retinal substrate that is complementary to what color vision employs. Dorsal polarization
vision stimuli have their separate detectors in DRA ommatidia. While no information exists on their downstream targets, parallel
medulla pathways (Tm5a,b, Tm5c, and Tm22) have been described for blue versus green choice using single flies in a flight simulator.
(G–K) Behavioral assays addressing the perception of motion. (G–I) Summary of one study using single flies suspended in a virtual flight
arena (G) (adapted from Tuthill et al. 2013 with permission from Elsevier) using LED panels to test the contribution of 12 lamina cell
types (H) (modified from Tuthill et al. 2013 with permission from Elsevier) to different motion vision tasks, like full-field rotation and
oscillating stripes. (I) Of the 12 cell types in the lamina neuropil that were tested, two output neurons (monopolar cells L2 and L4) were
found to be crucial using this assay, while the remaining cells most likely serve to modulate and sculpt the behavioral response
(modified from Tuthill et al. 2013 with permission from Elsevier). (J,K) Summary of a similar study using single flies walking on an air-
suspended ball while being presented with visual stimuli projected on surrounding screens (shown in J, adapted from Clark et al. 2011
with permission from Elsevier). Special attention was given to translational motion stimuli (front-to-back or back-to-front motion).
Focusing on lamina monopolar cells L1–L4, an important contribution of L3 was described for translational dark edges (adapted from
Silies at al. 2013 with permission from Elsevier). However, a role for lamina monopolar cell L4 was not identified in this study. (K)
Anatomical reconstruction confirms synaptic convergence of L2 targets (Tm1,2,4) and L3 targets (Tm8) onto the same lobula plate
target, T5 (adapted from Shinomiya et al. 2014 with permission from Elsevier).
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Haikala et al. 2013) offer a promising basis for fur-
ther improving the behavioral dissection of visual
behavior.

Genetic analysis of cells types that control visual
behavior in mice

Studies of visual circuits in the vertebrate retina and
subcortical targets date back many decades with the
classic description of ‘‘what the frog’s eye tells the frog’s
brain’’ (Lettvin et al. 1968), which classified RGCs pri-
marily according to their functional properties as spot,
edge, or local motion detectors. In recent years, new
genetic tools in mice have allowed labeling and recording
from each of the 20 or so RGC types. This finally enabled
researchers to understand how the receptive field prop-
erties, morphology, and stratification of an RGC in the
retina relate to its patterns of central targeting, which has
direct bearing on the specific function of an RGC for
visual processing (for review, see Dhande and Huberman
2014).
Ultimately, the goal is to causally link the features

extracted by specific retinal circuits and delivered to the
brain by specific RGC subtypes to defined categories of
visual behavior. This will allow the determination of the
precise contribution of each retinal output channel to
visual perception and visually driven innate behaviors,
much in the same way that genetic studies of Drosophila
photoreceptor, lamina, and medulla neurons are leading
to a rich understanding of their contributions to vision
(see above). On the one hand, experimental demonstra-
tions of the contribution of retinal output channels to
visual perception are profoundly lacking for mice, which,
perhaps, is not surprising, since most of the molecular
markers for RGC subtypes were only discovered within
the last 5 years. However, a handful of such experiments
have been carried out and demonstrated that the ap-
proach of genetic identification of RGC subtypes can lead
to successful causal linking of cell type and function and
whole-animal behavior in not just flies but also mice:
Hattar et al. (2002, 2003) have shown that type 1 ipRGC
subtypes, the M1s, target the hypothalamic SCN and the
‘‘shell’’ of the olivary pretectal nucleus (OPN), suggesting
that they control photic resetting of the circadian clock
and pupil reflexes, respectively. M2s project to the OPN
‘‘core’’ and, because the OPN shell neurons are the crucial
output cells for pupil reflexes, very likely contribute
indirectly to pupil reflexes. Genetic knockout of the
melanopsin photopigment or targeted ablation of ipRGCs
by genetic approaches (Goz et al. 2008; G€uler et al. 2008;
Hatori et al. 2008) indeed linked M1 and M2 ipRGCs to
clock entrainment or pupil reflexes. This represents an
important milestone for the field of visual neuroscience,
as it is the first instance in which the gene signature
(OPN4) of a specific mammalian RGC type (ipRGCs) was
used to link a receptive field property (intrinsic photo-
sensitivity), a morphology (wide-field, densely overlap-
ping dendrites), and central axon targeting (targeting the
SCN and OPN) to a discrete set of measurable behaviors
(circadian locomotor activity and pupil constriction).

Hattar and coworkers (Chen et al. 2011) then went on
to explore the expression of specific transcription factors
in different classes of M1 RGCs and discovered that the
M1 ipRGCs that target the OPN express Brn3b. That
unique signature enabled them (using Brn3b-Cre mice) to
kill only the M1s that target the OPN ‘‘shell’’ region and
thereby abolish pupil constriction without tampering
with circadian entrainment/SCN innervations (Fig. 5A,
B; Chen et al. 2011). This stands as the only published
example to date of causal link between a single defined
RGC subtype, a specific central target, and a visually
driven behavior or reflex.
What about the functions of the other 19 or so RGC

subtypes? What do they contribute to visual perception
and visually mediated behaviors? Aside from pupil re-
flexes, mice exhibit reflexive eye movements (e.g., see
Dhande et al. 2013; http://www.hubermanlab.com/
movies.html), innate freezing, or escape responses to
looming stimuli (Yilmaz and Meister 2013) and can be
trained to discriminate bars of different contrast levels or
orientations (Busse et al. 2011; Glickfield et al. 2013).
Which RGCs serve these behaviors? For some RGCs that
project exclusively to a defined subset of central brain
targets whose structure and function are clear, one can
raise meaningful hypotheses about causal links between
the afferent RGC types and behaviors. Still, definitive
causal links remain to be demonstrated. The best such
example is slow-velocity-tuned ON and ON–OFF direc-
tion-selective ganglion cells, which have now been tagged
with molecular markers (Yonehara et al. 2009; Dhande
et al. 2013). The slow-tuned DSGCs send axons specifi-
cally to the brainstem nuclei controlling horizontal and
vertical image stabilization and not to other central
targets (Simpson 1984; Dhande et al. 2013; Dhande and
Huberman 2014), making it almost certain that slow-
tuned DSGCs are the retinal neurons crucial for compen-
satory eye movements leading to image stabilization.
However, establishing this will require selective killing or,
ideally, reversible silencing/activation of these RGCs, an
experiment that ought to be possible once the transcriptome
of these cells is known and proper Cre-based drivers are
generated. Selective immunotoxin-based ablation of
SACs, which eliminates direction-tuned responses from
all DSGCs (slow-tuned and fast-velocity-tuned) en masse,
causes severe defects in image-stabilizing eyemovements
in response to full-field motion (Yoshida et al. 2001).
The functional relevance of the remaining RGC sub-

types, including the heavily studied fast-tuned DSGCs
and aRGCs (the latter comprising the presumed homo-
logs to parasol cells in the primate retina), is unknown.
Solid hypotheses about their function for vision will
likely arrive from better understanding of their central
targets andwhat they do. For example, transsynaptic viral
circuit mapping of fast-tuned ON–OFF DSGCs indicate
that these RGCs are disynaptically wired to superficial
layers of the primary visual cortex (V1) through a special-
ized compartment of the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus
(dLGN) called the shell (Krahe et al. 2011), whereas non-
direction-tuned RGCs are wired into deeper V1 through
the dLGN core (Fig. 5B; Cruz-Mart�ın et al. 2014). Still, the
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functional relevance of all of this to visual processing
circuits in mouse V1 and perception remains rather
opaque. Perceptual and visual behavioral assays that
clearly require activation of V1 cells and long-range
circuits are needed. Recently, high-throughput tests of
pattern or contrast discrimination were created for mice
(for orientation, see Glickfield et al. 2013; http://www.
hubermanlab.com/movies.html; for contrast, see Busse
et al. 2011; Glickfield et al. 2013), and, in one published
instance, a causal role for the visual cortex was estab-
lished for these behaviors (Glickfield et al. 2013). Thus,
because they feed the geniculo–V1 pathway, fast-tuned

DSGCs as well as other non-direction-tuned RGCs must
contribute to perception of orientation and/or directional
motion, but their influence on neurons within different
laminar compartments of V1 and their role in vision
remain to be tested.

What do the cells do? Functional characterization of cell
types in flies and mice

In addition to behavioral dissection and anatomical recon-
struction, the characterization of cellular contributions to
neural circuit function requires the visualization of

Figure 5. Genetic insights into cell type-specific circuits for controlling different aspects of visual circuit function in mice. (A) The
OPN core and shell subregions are innervated by different sets of RGCs, including ipRGCs. Which RGCs and OPN subregions drive the
pupil reflex was made clear from the discovery that Brn3b-expressing M1 ipRGCs project to the OPN shell but not the core. Expressing
diphtheria toxin (DTA) to kill M1 ipRGCs cells expressing Brn3b leads to the loss of pupil constriction in the presence of light, even
when the OPN core is spared (see Chen et al. 2011 for details). (B) Two parallel disynaptic circuits for carrying directional and
nondirectional motion in the mouse visual system. Genetic labeling of ON–OFF DSGCs revealed that they project to the dLGN shell or
direction-selective recipient zone (DS-RZ; green) (Huberman et al. 2009; Kay et al. 2011b; Krahe et al. 2011; Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2011);
rabies virus transsynaptic mapping from the cortex to the retina shows that the dLGN neurons that receive ON–OFF DSGC input in
turn project specifically to superficial layers of the primary visual cortex (V1) to deliver direction-selective (and orientation-selective)
information to cells/processes that reside in superficial V1 layers. In contrast, non-direction-tuned RGCs (blue) project to the dLGN
‘‘core’’ (Huberman et al. 2008, 2009). Neurons in the core project to deeper layers of V1, thereby establishing a parallel circuit (see Cruz-
Mart�ın et al. 2014 for details).
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neuronal activity, and this can be accomplished by using
electrophysiology or genetically encoded calcium sen-
sors. In combination with data collected from anatomic
reconstruction of the cells’ synaptic connections as well
as their behavioral contribution, their computational role
can be deduced.

Visualizing the functional properties of identified
Drosophila cell types in vivo

In Drosophila, the most important progress once again
came from studies focusing on motion vision. An in-
fluential computational model for the perception of
visual motion was proposed as early as 1956 (Hassenstein
and Reichardt 1956). This model of elementary move-
ment detectors (EMDs) was deduced from experiments
with the walking beetle Chlorophanus and resulted in
strong mathematical predictions, including time delays
andmultiplication steps (Fig. 6A), that are currently being
investigated using molecular genetic tools (Borst and
Euler 2011). A comprehensive wiring diagram for the
cellular elements of the EMDs between the input-level
neurons L1/L2 and the output cells T4/T5 predicted
a bifurcated pathway for both the L1/ON pathway (trans-
mitted by medulla cells Mi1 and Tm3) and the L2/OFF

pathway, predicted to take a different path across the
medulla neuropil via Tm1 and Tm2 cells (Fig. 6B; Take-
mura et al. 2013). Three recent studies have now charac-
terized these candidate cell types.
Using genetically encoded calcium sensors in combi-

nation with two-photon microscopy, one study showed
that transmedullary neuron Tm2 and lamina monopolar
cell L4 both increase their activity in response to dark
edges, hence placing them into the L2! T5 OFF pathway
(Meier et al. 2014). Another study using a similar ap-
proach places Tm1 within the same OFF pathway, while
medulla-intrinsic neuron Mi1 appears to fall into the
L1 ! T4 ON pathway (Fig. 6C; Strother et al. 2014). It
should be pointed out that in the lamina (the periphery of
the motion vision circuit), monopolar cells L2, L3, and L4
fall into the OFF pathway, whereas ON edges are trans-
mitted via L1 alone. The reason for these differences in
complexity are currently not known.
All four medulla cell types (Mi1/Tm3 and Tm1/Tm2)

have now been characterized electrophysiologically
(Behnia et al. 2014). Indeed, Mi1/Tm3 are depolarized
by light increments (ON), placing them in the L1
pathway. In contrast, Tm1/Tm2 fall into the L2 OFF
pathway, since they respond more specifically to light
decrements (Fig. 6D–F), in good agreement with calcium

Figure 6. Functional characterization of Drosophila
optic lobe neurons. (A) Summary of the computational
model for EMDs receiving input from two points in
space (semicircles) first proposed by Hassenstein and
Reichardt (1956). (t) Time constant of a delay channel;
(3) multiplication; (�) subtraction. (Adapted from Borst
and Euler 2011 with permission from Elsevier). (B)
Based on previous work, moving light edges (ON) and
dark edges (OFF) are detected by lamina monopolar
cells L1 and L2, respectively. The information is then
transmitted to the lobula plate, where T4 and T5 cells
relay ON and OFF signals onto direction-selective out-
put cells. (C) Characterization of two cell types in the
lamina (L4) and medulla neuropil (Tm2) using geneti-
cally encoded calcium sensor GCaMP5 and two-photon
microscopy. Both cell types are activated specifically by
OFF edges, thereby placing them in the OFF pathway
between L2 and T5 (adapted from Meier et al. 2014 with
permission from Elsevier; adapted from Strother et al.
2014 with permission from Elsevier). (D) Based on large-
scale anatomical reconstruction of optic lobe tissue
using serial EM reconstruction, the cellular substrates
for the ON/OFF pathways leading from the retina to the
movement-sensitive LPTCs were proposed. One arm of
the pathway is specialized for moving bright edges (R1–
6 ! L1 ! Mi1/Tm3 ! T4), and the other one is
specialized for moving bright edges (R1–6 ! L2 !
Tm1/Tm2 ! T5). (E) Electrophysiological characteriza-
tion of the Mi1/Tm3 ON arm of the elementary motion

detector. Both cells are hyperpolarized by light increments, and a significant time delay (18 msec) exists between the two cell types
(adapted from Behnia et al. 2014). (F) In contrast, Tm1/Tm2 cells of the OFF arm are activated by light decrements and also manifest
a significant delay (13 msec) (adapted from Behnia et al. 2014). (G) Functional characterization of direction-selective cells in the lobula
plate using calcium imaging. Dendrites of T4 cells are excited maximally by moving bright edges, while T5 dendrites respond to
moving dark edges. Dendrites responding to different cardinal directions locate to different layers. (Green) right; (red) left; (yellow) up;
(blue) down. (Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd. from Maisak et al. 2013).
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imaging results done with Tm2 (Meier et al. 2014).
Interestingly, a significant delay was measured between
the responses of cells in both the ON and OFF pathways
(18 msec between the delayed response of Mi1 and the
direct response of Tm3; 14 msec for Tm1 vs. Tm2). In
agreement with themodel first formulated by Hassenstein
and Reichardt (1956), modeling the response properties
of these cells demonstrated that the measured delays
could be sufficiently large to account for the optimal
temporal frequency, which represents the speeds the
EMD can detect (Fig. 6E,F; Behnia et al. 2014). However,
the involvement of additional cell types cannot be
excluded.
The second important prediction from the Drosophila

connectome is that the two anatomical ON/OFF path-
ways connect to dendrites of LPTCs via T4 cells (L1 !
Mi1/Tm3 ! T4) and T5 cells (L2 ! Tm1/Tm2 ! T5),
both of which fall into four different morphological
classes (T4a,b,c,d and T5a,b,c,d, respectively) and have
stratified projections into four distinct lobula plate layers.
The functional relevance of these cells has been shown
using in vivo calcium imaging (Maisak et al. 2013): Each
of the four layers is sensitive to either brightness in-
crements (T4) or brightness decrements (T5) moving in
one of the four cardinal directions: front to back (layer 1),
back to front (layer 2), up (layer 3), or down (layer 4) (Fig.
6G). Hence, information about moving light edges and
dark edges is computed in separate pathways and con-
verges into the same layer in the lobula plate, where the
direction-selective LPTCs are located.
Taken together, these impressive studies combining

anatomy and physiology revealed the implementation at
the cellular level of a computational model describing
motion detection. Although some functional gaps still
need to be filled in this diagram and more pathways
involved in more subtle aspects of motion detection will
be discovered, the current results are in good agreement
with previous morphological and physiological studies
that had predicted some of these findings (Buchner et al.
1984; Bausenwein and Fischbach 1992; Douglass and
Strausfeld 2003; Fischbach and Hiesinger 2008).

Defining the precise wiring diagram underlying
specific aspects of retinal processing

Just as in flies, it is essential to define the exact cell types
and architectures of synaptic connections that give rise to
circuits in the mouse retina that encode specific features
in the visual scene. While it is fairly easy to explain how
a cone or rod or an M1 ipRGC achieves its intrinsic
photosensitivity (expression of specific photopigment),
defining the cell–cell connections that drive the ability to
detect more elaborate features detected by retinal cells is
a more formidable challenge. In this context, DSGCs
offer a powerful example of how electrophysiology and
a growing number of circuit-mapping techniques, includ-
ing EM, are combining to yield great depth of knowledge
for how these cells achieve their unique tuning proper-
ties. In a heroic set of experiments, Briggman et al. (2011)
combined calcium imaging of DSGC responses followed

by complete serial EM reconstruction of the recorded and
surrounding cells to confirm the asymmetric wiring
model for direction tuning; they showed at the ultra-
structural level that, while different starburst amacrine
neurons may contact various sides of the dendritic arbors
of DSGCs, only starburst cells located on the null side of
the DSGC make bone fide synaptic connections with it
(Fig. 7A). Other models for direction tuning of retinal
neurons have been put forth on the basis of serial EM
reconstruction, including, very recently, a ‘‘space–time’’
model that hinges on the observation that the sloping of
starburst dendrites allows the cell to capture different
sets of bipolar cell inputs along its arbor and thereby
become centrifugally tuned (Kim et al. 2014). However,
that model still requires experimental validation.
What is now very clear from recent work using both
electrophysiology and calcium imaging is that bipolar
inputs to DSGCs are not tuned for direction (Fig. 7B).
Dual-patch clamp recordings from DSGCs and SACs
(Fried et al. 2002; Wei et al. 2011) revealed a strong
asymmetric wiring onto one side of the dendritic arbor
of the direction-selective ganglion cell. Combined
with the centrifugal tuning of SACs (Euler et al.
2002), this asymmetric wiring should, in theory, be
sufficient to confer direction selectivity on the RGC
(Fig. 7C; Demb 2007; Wei and Feller 2011; Vaney et al.
2012). Rather, asymmetric wiring from SACs alone is
sufficient to generate direction-selective responses in
both ON DSGCs and ON–OFF direction-selective gan-
glion cells (Yonehara et al. 2013; Park et al. 2014). It
should be noted, however, that other wiring schemes not
involving SACs but that instead rely on RGC dendritic
arbor shape can also create direction selectivity (Kim
et al. 2008).
The organization of the motion detection pathways in

the mouse retina is reminiscent of the Drosophila mo-
tion-sensing circuits. DSGCs resemble the LPTCs in the
fly lobula plate that receive inputs from T4 and T5; the
organization of the circuits with an ON pathway and an
OFF pathway is also similar in both species, with fly
L1-Mi1/Tm3-T4 and L2-Tm1/Tm2-T5 representing cir-
cuits analogous to the ON and OFF RGCs. Although it is
very likely that these two visual systems do not share
a common ancestry, the same computational problems
are implemented by similar processes through con-
vergent evolution. This makes the detailed study of
Drosophila motion detection and the definition of the
cellular implementation of the EMD highly relevant to
the system in mammals

Concluding remarks

The progress reviewed here reveals how recent techno-
logical innovations in the fields of developmental genet-
ics, anatomy, and functional studies have paved the way
toward the dissection of neural circuitry at the cellular
level. In both flies andmice, most progress has beenmade
in the field of motion vision, where the cellular basis of
the computational model by Hassenstein and Reichardt
(1956) is taking shape. One immediate challenge is to
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extend this high-resolution circuit analysis toward differ-
ent visual behaviors, like color vision.
Furthermore, important challenges remain. For in-

stance, the complex problem of how correct synaptic
connections between identified circuit elements are
established, maintained, and regulated remains unsolved.
Another major challenge lies in putting together the
pieces of the puzzle by linking the developmental spec-
ification of cell types to the connectome as well as their

functional role in the behaving animal. For instance, the
Drosophila medulla cell type Mi1 discussed here serves
as an exciting first demonstration that this strategy is
successful: A complete picture of this neuron now exists,
from the transcription factor code necessary for its initial
specification to its adult morphology and the role it plays
in the perception of motion. In mice, the Brn3b expres-
sion of OPN shell-projecting ipRGCs is the best link
between gene, cell type, circuit, and behavior. As yet,

Figure 7. Mammalian retinal direction selectivity circuit. (A) Summary of high-resolution EM-based 3D reconstruction of synaptic
connections in the mouse retina (adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd. from Briggman et al. 2011). When combined
with two-photon-based visualization of neuronal activity using genetically encoded calcium sensors, the direction-selective signals can
be correlated with the morphological data. (B) Demonstration that dendritic segments of ON DSGCs are direction-selective (adapted
from Yonehara et al. 2013 with permission from Elsevier). (Top) Two-photon image of the recorded neuron (targeted dendritic segments
are shown in different colors). (Bottom) Calcium transients recorded from the above labeled cellular segments identify direction-
selective signals in both the cell body and the dendrites. (C) SACs (blue) are tuned for centrifugal (soma > tip; ‘‘radial’’) motion along
their processes and provide GABAergic inhibitory synapses onto the dendrites of the RGCs that costratify at the same depth of the
inner plexiform layer (e.g., the RGCs are shown in red). The inhibition from SACs is asymmetric onto the RGC dendrites; it is much
greater on one side of the RGC’s dendritic arbor than the other side, which establishes a ‘‘null’’ response to visual stimuli moving in one
direction (here the null direction of the RGC is rightward motion), but because inhibition is minimal from SACs on the other side of the
RGC’s dendritic arbor, the excitatory response of the RGC is preserved when stimuli move in the direction opposite the null direction
(corresponding here to leftward motion; red arrow), which renders the RGC direction selective. Adapted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd. from Wei et al. (2011) and by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd. from Briggman et al. (2011). The excitatory
drive to RGCs arises from bipolar cell inputs (not shown here) that are not direction-tuned (Yonehara et al. 2013). The same tuning
circuit applies to both monostratified ON DSGCs (as shown here) and ON–OFF DSGCs, with the same pattern repeated in the OFF
sublayer between OFF SACs (Park et al. 2014).
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however, whether Brn3b is crucial for the specification of
these cells is unknown. The systematic extension of
these studies to the entire repertoire of cell types in the
visual system will ultimately provide a complete de-
scription of how visual circuitry informs visual percep-
tion on a cellular level.
One additional opportunity for future progress lies in

the transcriptional profiling of identified circuit elements
throughout the brain. Using cell type-specific molecular
genetic tools, each cell type can be targeted, and its
transcriptome can be solved (Hobert et al. 2010; Malone
and Hobert 2011). In combination with existing knowl-
edge about the development, function, and anatomy of
these cell types, these transcriptomes will induce a new
era of cell type-specific molecular manipulation. The
molecular signature that defines neuronal identity will
also provide a new testable hypothesis about gene net-
works and signaling pathways regulating the formation
of neural circuits. Furthermore, in a synthesis with the
progress reviewed above, transcriptomics will lead to-
ward an even more complete description of visual cir-
cuitry, bridging the wide gap from the role that single
molecules play in defining the shape of a neuron all the
way to the functional role that this neuron and its
neighbors play in the behaving animal.
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